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Abstract— Ambient RF energy harvesting is a potential energy source for low-power and battery-less wireless sensors, enabling a range of applications from monitoring to security as part of the Internet-of-Things scenario. One of the main challenges of ambient RF energy harvesting is the requirement of operation over a multitude of frequency bands of low ambient power densities resulting in a very wide aggregate operating bandwidth. In this paper, design examples of novel ultra-wide-band (UWB) energy harvesters are demonstrated with octave and decade bandwidths in the UHF and low microwave spectrum. The RF-dc conversion efficiency is maximized by tailoring the dimensions of a non-uniform transmission line used to provide broadband impedance matching. The design challenges in terms of impedance matching based on the Bode-Fano theoretical limit, losses and miniaturization are highlighted. Two prototypes are presented and their performance is evaluated. The octave band rectifier showed a measured RF-dc conversion efficiency of more than 60% over a frequency band of 470 MHz to 860 MHz at 10 dBm input power. The decade band rectifier fabricated on Kapton substrate using inkjet printing featured a higher than 33% efficiency over a frequency band from 250 MHz to 3 GHz at 10 dBm input power.

Index Terms— Rectifier, RF energy harvesting, wireless power transfer, UWB, inkjet printing, flexible electronics, non-uniform transmission line, Internet-of-Things.

I. INTRODUCTION

HARVESTING ambient RF energy to power wireless sensors and transmitters is receiving significant attention nowadays, due to an increasing interest in compact, low power, and even battery-less sensors enabling the concept of the Internet-of-Things which encompasses a growing number of applications from smart metering and monitoring in general to security, health and well-being [1]. There is a significant amount of publications in the recent literature regarding the performance analysis of rectennas and rectifiers especially due to the recent interest in energy harvesting and wireless powering for IoT applications [1][2]. There are several important earlier works on diode detectors [3], and theoretical estimation of the efficiency of diode rectifiers [4], as well as more recent publications such as [5][6][7] addressing the performance as RF-dc power conversion circuits in low power far-field wireless power transfer or RFID applications.

There are several examples in the recent literature demonstrating the ability to power sensors using the energy available from various broadcast transmitters including, FM, TV, cellular or Wi-Fi systems [8][9]. One characteristic of such transmissions is the time-/space-varying variable nature of the available power density, due to a variety of reasons such as complex propagation settings as well as varying demand and broadcasting schedules. As a result, one has to be able to harvest RF energy within a large aggregate spectrum to guarantee the harvesting of sufficiently high aggregate power for practical applications. In rectenna and rectifier design, it is a challenge to maximize the RF-dc conversion efficiency over a wide aggregate bandwidth including multiple narrower frequency bands or an ultra-wide single frequency band. This is important in order to maximize the total harvested RF energy from broadcast transmissions at different frequencies. Recent publications of dual band, triple or quadruple band rectifier circuits include [10][11][12] and 3-dimensional topologies have been recently explored for harvesting RF power from multiple directions [13] without compromising communication [14].

In order to address the wideband harvesting requirement, a novel ultra-wideband rectifier is introduced in this paper. The equivalent RC circuit of different rectifiers for a variety of different input power excitation and output load values is extracted and the theoretical minimum reflection coefficient over a desired frequency band based on the Bode-Fano theory [15] is investigated. Based on this study a rectifier circuit topology is selected and its impedance matching circuit is designed in a broadband way. A non-uniform microstrip transmission line in series with an inductor is selected to implement the matching network and harmonic balance optimization is used to maximize the RF-dc rectifier efficiency. Preliminary results of this work are presented in [16], where a rectifier circuit with an octave bandwidth was designed. In this work, in addition to further design and
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optimization details of the aforementioned rectifier, a second rectifier design is presented covering more than a decade bandwidth. Additionally, the proposed rectifier is simultaneously optimized in order to minimize its size and a flexible substrate and inkjet printing fabrication are used to demonstrate a proof-of-concept conformal implementation using low cost additive manufacturing. Prototypes of the two rectifiers have been fabricated and tested showing good agreement with simulations. The octave band rectifier has an RF–dc conversion efficiency varying within [5.5%, 13.5%] from 475 MHz to 975 MHz for -20 dBm input available power, and more than 60% efficiency from 470 MHz to 860 MHz when the input power is 10 dBm. The decade rectifier has an efficiency within [4.5%, 7%] for -10 dBm input power and more than 33% for 10 dBm input power between 250 MHz and 3 GHz, for a load of 1.3 kΩ.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section II, the equivalent circuit of different generic rectifier architectures is derived and the minimum reflection coefficient is evaluated based on the Bode-Fano theory. In Section III, the design and optimization procedure of the non-uniform transmission line matching network are described and two rectifiers with an octave and decade bandwidth respectively are presented. Finally, Section IV presents a summary of this work’s results.

II. BODE-FANO REFLECTION COEFFICIENT LIMIT FOR UWB RECTIFIER IMPEDANCE MATCHING

According to the theory originally developed by Bode and extended by Fano [15], the minimum reflection coefficient magnitude \(|I_m|\) which can be obtained by a lossless matching network connected to a load impedance consisting of a shunt resistor \(R_e\) and a shunt capacitor \(C_e\) over a bandwidth \(B\) is limited by

\[
|I_m| \geq e^{-\frac{1}{2BR_eC_e}} \tag{1}
\]

where a constant reflection coefficient \(|I_m|\) over the bandwidth \(B\) and unity reflection coefficient over the rest of the spectrum is assumed. The input impedance of a series diode rectifier, or charge pump (voltage N-tupler) rectifier, such as the ones shown in Fig. 1, for a given input power and output load resistance is equivalent to the input impedance of a shunt RC circuit. This can be easily verified using a commercial nonlinear circuit simulator such as harmonic balance.

In a first example [16], the equivalent circuits of different rectifier circuits of a series diode topology and of different charge pump rectifiers with two, four and six diodes were evaluated. The rectifier circuit capacitors \(C_1 = 100 \text{ pF}\) and \(C_L = 10 \text{ nF}\) were set to sufficiently large values to represent an effective short circuit at the frequency band 0.4 GHz – 1 GHz under consideration. It was shown that the equivalent capacitance \(C_e\) was proportional to the number of diodes and approximately independent of the output load resistance and of the input power values [16]. The equivalent diode resistance \(R_e\) was approximately inversely proportional to the number of diodes and depended both on the input power level and the output load resistance [16]. Due to this fact the product of \(R_e\) and \(C_e\) depends on the number of diodes in the rectifier circuit and consequently the minimum reflection coefficient (1) depends on the input power, the output load resistance as well as on the number of diodes.

The minimum reflection coefficient obtained using (1) for frequency band of 0.4 GHz – 1.0 GHz is plotted in Fig. 2. One can see that it is easier to minimize the reflection coefficient at higher input power levels and at lower load resistance values. Furthermore, the series diode rectifier appears to be more difficult to match than rectifier charge pump circuits with more diodes. Based on the result of Fig. 2 a rectifier with four diodes was selected in order to design an energy harvester covering the band from 0.4 GHz to 1.0 GHz.

![Fig. 2. Theoretical minimum reflection coefficient in the frequency band of 0.4 GHz – 1.0 GHz versus the number of diodes for different input power and output load resistance values.](image)

The equivalent input resistance and capacitance of various rectifier circuits with \(N = 1, 2, 4\) and 6 diodes and load resistance \(R_L = 1 \text{ kΩ}\) are plotted versus the available input RF power \(P\) in Fig. 3. One can see that the nonlinear nature of the capacitance becomes evident for power levels near 0 dBm and above. In addition, the strong dependence of the input resistance on the input power is evident.
Fig. 3. Rectifier equivalent input impedance versus input power a) resistance and b) capacitance for rectifiers with a different number of diodes \( N \). The output load resistance is 1KΩ.

Fig. 4. Rectifier minimum reflection coefficient (dB) contours versus input power and load resistance for UWB rectifier circuits with a different number of diodes \( N \).

In a second more broadband example, a rectifier with a more-than-decade bandwidth from approximately 0.25 GHz to 3 GHz was considered. Using the obtained equivalent resistance and capacitance values and (1), contours of theoretical minimum reflection coefficient were computed for different load resistance input power and number of rectifier diodes, as shown in Fig. 4. Once again it is verified that a lower reflection coefficient can be theoretically obtained for higher input power levels and smaller load values. Furthermore, the series diode rectifier is more difficult to match, while there is little improvement going from 4 to 6 diode rectifiers. In order to maintain a minimum circuit complexity a 2-diode rectifier was selected for the decade band design.

III. ULTRA-BROADBAND RECTIFIER DESIGN

A non-uniform transmission line in series with a lumped inductor \( L_1 \) was chosen to implement the impedance matching network for the introduced ultra-broadband rectifier. Non-uniform transmission lines have been traditionally used to provide broadband matching to real loads as shown by the selected examples of [17][18]. In addition, they can be used to provide dispersion compensation in optical communication links [19]. In this work a series inductor is first used to provide narrowband matching and cancel the capacitive imaginary part of the rectifier impedance around a certain frequency within the band under consideration. Then a non-uniform transmission line transforms the low-imaginary-part complex impedance to the desired 50 Ω source impedance. The matching network is shown in Fig. 5. A microstrip line consisting of trapezoidal sections was used to implement the non-uniform transmission line. Coplanar waveguide or grounded coplanar waveguide lines can also be used, however microstrip line was chosen for the proof-of-concept prototypes in order to minimize fabrication time and minimize the need for plated through holes or bridges.

Fig. 5. Rectifier impedance matching network consisting of a series inductor and a non-uniform transmission line.

The rectifier RF-dc conversion efficiency is defined as

\[
\eta = \frac{P_{dc}}{P}
\]

where \( P_{dc} = \frac{V_L^2}{R_L} \) and \( V_L \) is the output dc voltage and \( R_L \) the output load resistance. \( P \) is the available RF power at the input of the rectifier. In this effort, \( \eta \) is maximized over the broadest desired frequency band for a given input power \( P \) using harmonic balance optimization while optimization parameters include the non-uniform transmission line, the inductor \( L_1 \) and the load \( R_L \).

A. Octave Bandwidth Rectifier

As a proof-of-concept, an octave bandwidth rectifier for the 400 MHz to 1 GHz band was designed using a four diode charge pump rectifier and a non-uniform transmission line of
length $L_t$ consisting of five trapezoidal sections of equal length as shown in Fig. 5. The Skyworks SMS7630 diode was used, and the package parasitics were taken into account for the design process. A parasitic inductance value of $L_p = 0.6 \, \text{nH}$ and a parasitic capacitance value of $C_p = 0.25 \, \text{pF}$ provided by the manufacturer were added in the design schematic (Fig. 6-top). The selected substrate was Arlon A2SN with dielectric permittivity 3.38, loss tangent 0.0025 and 20 mil thickness. The minimum line width in the optimization process was set to 0.3 mm in order to facilitate fabrication with a circuit mill. The full rectifier schematic is shown in Fig. 6-middle, with the matching network including the 5-section non-uniform transmission line and the series lumped inductor $L_t$. Coilcraft inductors were used for the designs, with all surface mount device (SMD) package parasitics accounted in the simulations and optimization. The circuit parameters were optimized with Keysight Advanced System (ADS) in Harmonic Balance mode using gradient optimization, with a goal of maximizing the efficiency value $\eta$. Note that this does not necessarily optimize the return loss $S_{11}$, since the main goal of the rectifier is to deliver as much power to the load $R_L$ as possible, rather than minimize reflections at the RF input port. The initial value of the total line length $L_t$ was arbitrarily set to 15 cm and was allowed to optimize. This value corresponds to an electrical length of approximately 185 degrees at 632 MHz which is the geometric mean between the operating band edges of 0.4 GHz and 1GHz. For this octave bandwidth rectifier, all transmission line sections were equal, with length $L_t/5$.

Table I shows the result of the optimization process including the final dimensions of the transmission line sections, the inductor value and the optimum load at -20 dBm input power. The fabricated prototype, shown in Fig. 7, was measured with a lab setup to characterize the input S-parameters and conversion efficiency for different power levels and load values. The input S-parameter measurements were obtained using a network analyzer in frequency sweep mode and varying port power. The RF-dc conversion efficiency measurements were obtained using a signal generator to provide a continuous wave (CW) signal at a given power level and the dc output voltage was measured using a digital multimeter (DMM). The output load was set using a trimmer resistor and measured using the DMM. The RF power level at the input of the rectifier was measured using a spectrum analyzer and cable losses were characterized using a network analyzer/cable tester. The dc output voltage value was converted to output power value using the measured load resistance and the efficiency was calculated as the ratio of Eq. (2).

The rectifier’s input S-parameters are shown in Fig. 8-top, where a good agreement between simulation and measurements is obtained. In accordance with Section II, one can see that as the input power increases and the rectifier output load resistance decreases, impedance matching is improved. For power levels of 0 dBm and 10 dBm and respective load values of 5.5 kΩ and 3 kΩ, the return loss is better than -10 dB within the whole band of interest, and the curves have been omitted for clarity. As aforementioned, the optimization goal for the rectifier was the maximum efficiency and not minimized return loss. Thus, the curves of Fig. 8-top can be used for relative comparison of the rectifier’s behavior under different input power levels and output load values. Fig. 8-bottom shows the input reflection coefficient in Smith Chart form for an input power level of -10 dBm and a load value of $R_L = 7 \, \text{kΩ}$.

The rectifier RF-dc conversion efficiency was evaluated for different input power levels and it is presented in Fig. 9-top. The optimum load was also investigated experimentally and the plots of Fig. 9-top include the prototypes’ load values chosen as close as possible to the optimum value based on the available resistors for the measurements. Simulation results are compared for the same load value at each given input power level showing a very good agreement. The measured efficiency varies from approximately 5.5% at 475 MHz to 13.5% at 975 MHz for an input power level of -20 dBm,

### TABLE I

**Rectifier Optimization Parameters, $P = -20 \, \text{DBM}$**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$w_1$</td>
<td>2.65 mm</td>
<td>$w_6$</td>
<td>6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_2$</td>
<td>2.72 mm</td>
<td>$L_1$</td>
<td>174.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_3$</td>
<td>3.62 mm</td>
<td>$L_t$</td>
<td>20 nH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_4$</td>
<td>6 mm</td>
<td>$R_L$</td>
<td>12.2 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_5$</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 6. Top: SMS730 diode parasitic model. Middle: Optimization schematic for octave bandwidth rectifier with non-uniform transmission line.](image)

![Fig. 7. Octave bandwidth rectifier prototype.](image)
exceeding an octave bandwidth of operation. In addition, the efficiency remains above 60% at 10 dBm input power over a bandwidth of 390 MHz, from 470 MHz to 860 MHz. It is noted that the optimum load leading to maximum efficiency is reduced with increasing input RF power. This has been studied in detail in [20] and is consistent within the simulation and measurement results of this work. In Fig. 9-bottom, the simulated RF-to-dc conversion efficiency is also shown for varying input power levels from -20 dBm to 10 dBm, for a fixed load value of $R_L = 12 \text{ K}\Omega$, which corresponds to the optimal load value for $P = -20$ dBm.

Fig. 9. Octave bandwidth rectifier RF-to-dc conversion efficiency. Top: Measurement and simulation for varying power levels and optimal load per power level. Bottom: Simulation for varying power levels and fixed load value of 12 KΩ.

B. Decade bandwidth rectifier on flexible substrate

The decade bandwidth rectifier was designed to achieve its optimal operation at 3 GHz with an inkjet printing implementation on a flexible polyimide (Kapton) substrate with dielectric constant $\varepsilon_r = 3.4$, loss tangent $\tan\delta = 0.0025$, and 5 mil thickness. A two-diode rectifier is designed to drive a load of $1.3 \text{ K}\Omega$ with an input power level of as low as -10 dBm. The same diode was used (Skyworks SMS7630) for the decade bandwidth rectifier and ADS was used in Harmonic Balance mode to optimize the circuit of Fig. 6-bottom with a gradient optimization algorithm. The optimization goal is the maximization of the RF-to-dc conversion efficiency between 250 MHz and 3 GHz, without any target goal for the return loss.
A non-uniform transmission line is designed and optimized for the UWB rectifier for decade-broadband matching. The transmission line length is kept significantly low compared to the octave rectifier to minimize the losses of inkjet-printed traces that feature lower conductivity levels \((5 \times 10^6 \text{ S/m})\) compared to the copper cladding of standard PCBs \((5.8 \times 10^7 \text{ S/m})\). The microstrip line mainly targets the higher frequencies of the band, where diodes typically show low efficiency performance. The effect of matching with the non-uniform transmission line can be clearly seen in Fig. 10, where the simulated RF-dc conversion efficiency of the two-diode rectifier driving a 1.3 KΩ load with and without UWB matching are shown for -10 dBm input power. ‘No matching’ refers to the case of directly feeding the RF power to the voltage doubler without the lumped inductor and non-uniform transmission line. It is apparent that with the UWB matching network, consisting of the inductor L1 and non-uniform transmission line, the average efficiency across the band is increased, with a peak around 1500 MHz that is the center of the band. Notice that the peak has a value of 8%, while an average efficiency of 7% spans a very wide frequency region of 3 GHz. This is in contrast with conventional harvesters that are optimized for a specific power and frequency point and achieve higher efficiency values, albeit around a very tuned frequency point. This has a result of a very sharp efficiency decay when the excitation signal is slightly detuned from the precisely-tuned operating point of the harvester. This work’s decade bandwidth harvester features a steady efficiency value across a very wide band, which can facilitate the design of additional dc-dc converters, supercapacitor charging circuits, and power management units at the output of the harvester.

Due to the nature of inkjet printing, where high resolution of printed features can be achieved, the non-uniform transmission line for the UWB harvester was not constrained to a minimum width of 0.3 mm, as in the case of the octave band harvester fabricated on a rigid substrate. As shown in Table II, the smallest required width of the UWB matching line is 100 μm, which can be precisely achieved with inkjet printing. Moreover, for the UWB transmission line, the tapered sections do not all feature the same length, in order to double the degrees of freedom for the design and minimize any potential losses. The line sections’ width \((w)\) and length \((l)\) values as well as the matching inductor value can be seen in Table II. The total line length is less than 1.5 cm, keeping the total system (harvester circuit and line) area less than 2 cm².

![Fig. 10. Rectifier RF-dc conversion efficiency without and with UWB matching (RF input power -10 dBm, load value 1.3 KΩ).](image)

The fabrication of the decade UWB harvester prototype board, before placing the SMD components (0603 size), involves 4 steps, shown in Fig. 11:  
1) \textbf{Substrate preparation} by attaching an adhesive copper foil (copper tape) under the polyimide film to form the microstrip ground plane.  
2) \textbf{Drilling} to form the holes of the vias required for ground connections.  
3) \textbf{Inkjet printing} of traces with a conductive silver nanoparticle ink.  
4) \textbf{Conductive epoxy deposition} for via metallization and SMD component attachment.

The holes on the substrate are drilled right after attaching the copper tape to the polyimide film and before printing the silver to avoid any cracks on the printed traces (Fig. 12-left). Apart from the 0.8 mm-diameter holes drilled for vias, two 2 mm-diameter holes are also drilled to mount an SMA end-launch connector.

A Dimatix DMP-2800 inkjet printer is used to deposit droplets of silver nanoparticle (SNP) ink on the substrate to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>UWB RECTIFIER OPTIMIZATION PARAMETERS, (P = -10 \text{ DBM})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Param.</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_1)</td>
<td>1.76 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_2)</td>
<td>0.24 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_3)</td>
<td>0.11 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_4)</td>
<td>0.23 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_5)</td>
<td>3.43 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_6)</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l_1)</td>
<td>1.25 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 11. Printed board fabrication process.](image)
form the traces of the non-uniform line and the circuit component pads. Five layers of silver nanoparticle ink are deposited with 20 μm drop spacing on a 60° C-hot platen and an inter-layer printing delay of at least 300 seconds, to guarantee enough time for SNP ink solvent evaporation which will minimize ink spreading. This is crucial especially for the thinnest parts of the line, where the line width (100 μm) consists of only 4-5 SNP drops. The board is placed in a temperature-controlled oven at 180° C for at least 60 minutes to ensure full SNP sintering that will maximize conductivity. The fully-cured board can be seen in Fig. 12-right, with the SNP ink printed directly on top of the vias.

It is interesting to note that printing directly on the drilled substrate creates SNP walls in the holes that electrically connect the printed silver traces with the copper ground plane. The resistance between the top silver trace and the copper ground plane is less than 4 Ω. However, a low resistivity silver epoxy (0.0007 Ω•cm) is used for via metallization to improve operation at high frequencies as well as for SMD component mounting. The epoxy consists of two parts that need to be mixed together to start the curing process. Due to the small SMD sizes (order of millimeters) a controlled dispensing method is needed to precisely deposit the conductive adhesive on the silver traces. A novel method is tested, inspired by solder paste deposition tools, that involves a solder paste deposition pump that applies air pressure to a syringe with a piston for micro-dispensing of paste on circuit traces. Because conductive epoxies are typically two-part materials that start curing immediately after mixing (even at room temperatures), the epoxy chosen has a long working time (4 hr), which is enough for mixing, transferring to a 10 cc syringe tube, and connecting to the deposition pump for dispensing, before starting hardening up to a non-working viscosity level. The pump pressure is set to at least 0.2 MPa to dispense the mixed epoxy with a 26-gauge tip. The via holes are filled with epoxy which accumulates on the via walls, creating shorts between the top printed traces and the copper ground plane. Drops of epoxy are also dispensed on the printed traces at the positions where the SMD pads are going to be attached. After placing the components, the board is oven-heated at a moderate temperature of 65° C for at least 60 minutes. A microscope photograph of the attached SMD components and metallized vias is shown in Fig. 13. The fully-assembled harvester board (2.5x0.75 cm) with the attached end-launch connector is shown in Fig. 14.

The simulated input S-parameters along with the VNA-measured S-parameters of the UWB harvester prototype are shown in Fig. 15-top and a Smith Chart of the input reflection coefficient is shown in Fig. 15-bottom for an input power of 0 dBm. A signal generator and a digital multimeter (DMM) have been used to measure the harvester output voltage level for various input power levels and frequency points. The 2-D function $V_{\text{out}} = f(F, P)$ contours are shown in Fig. 16 for the simulated circuit and measured prototype. The x-axis is the frequency variation and the y-axis is the input power variation. The tone of grey denotes the level (output voltage) of each contour, according to the color bar on the right, i.e. the output voltage increases as the input power increases for a given frequency, and the output voltage remains stable across frequency variations for any given input power level. It can be seen that the output power level for a given input power shows very little variation in the whole band of interest between 250 MHz to 3 GHz. In Fig. 17, the efficiency across the frequency band is plotted for three input power levels, -10, 0, and 10 dBm. The measured efficiency increases from 6% on average for -10 dBm input power to 37% on average for 10 dBm input power. The efficiency shows small variations within the band between 250 MHz and 3 GHz, between [4.5%, 7%] for an input power level of -10 dBm, [18%, 25%] for 0 dBm, and [32.5%, 40%] for 10 dBm input power. Even though the efficiency is increased for high power levels, there are applications where high-level RF power is available e.g. from handheld devices such as radios. The work in [21] has successfully demonstrated the exploitation of ambient nearby sources for powering up wearable devices. In our work, we leverage the potential of such high power availability, by enabling an ultra-wideband operation of flexible printed harvesters that can be integrated with wearables and exploit power from handheld radios, cellphones, desktop Wi-Fi access points, etc.
Fig. 1. Input S-parameters of the decade band rectifier ($R_L = 1.3$ KΩ). Top: Return Loss. Bottom: $S_{11}$ Smith Chart for input power $P = 0$ dBm and $R_L = 1.3$ KΩ.

Fig. 16. Contours of simulated and measured rectifier dc output voltage for varying input power level and frequency values ($R_L = 1.3$ KΩ).

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the design of UWB rectifiers that utilize non-uniform transmission lines for broadband matching. Two prototype harvesters have been implemented and characterized to prove the feasibility of ultra-wideband matching with non-uniform transmission lines. The first, which features a 4-diode charge pump and is implemented on a rigid substrate, achieved a measure RF-dc conversion efficiency of more than 60% for an octave frequency band of 470 MHz to 860 MHz at 10 dBm input power. The second, which features a 2-diode charge pump and is inkjet-printed on a flexible substrate targeting conformal applications, achieved an efficiency of more than 33% for an ultra-wide frequency band between 250 MHz and 3 GHz.
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